Fast & Secure Mail Migration
with no migration farms
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demanding document
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- See more at:
https://www.ibml.com/
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Product implemented

Looking to migrate 600 mail boxes (300 live mail files and 300 archives), from IBM
Domino on-premises to Office 365 in a very short time frame, ibml were looking for a
migration tool and partner who could work with them to achieve this. With limited time and
people available any solution needed to be robust, simple to manage and above all
secure and fast. There simply was not time for a long and drawn out migration project as
from start to finish ibml had approximately 10 weeks to complete their migration.
The migration also had to be invisible to the users, until the Monday morning when they
logged into Office 365 for the first time. “Business as Usual” was the key to success.

The BCC Solution
BCC’s Mail Migration Engine (MME) is based on 20 years development experience in the
collaboration space. The server based MME allows a highly automated, fast and secure
migration of mails, calendars, contacts, tasks and Domino applications to Microsoft
Exchange and Microsoft Office 365 environments.
As MME is a server-based task, no additional infrastructure or technical IDs are required.
This therefore means that there is no access to sensitive data by technical personnel
during the migration. It is also highly configurable with rules, inclusion and exclusion
criteria and the ability to report back to the administrator if there are issues. The entire
migration process is comprehensively logged and provided in the form of statistical
reports in Excel format and technical logs for detailed analysis.

RESULTS and ROI
BCC consultants showed ibml the simple set up and configuration in a single afternoon,
allowing ibml to create the jobs, configure the rules required and then set the schedule
when they were ready. BCC consultants were on-hand throughout the migration should
ibml have needed them to answer any questions.
Testing and migration continued with no interruption to the user’s mail services. The
ability to use a delta sync allowed the cut-over from IBM Domino to Office 365 to be run
across a weekend and invisible to the users.
In less than 2 months ibml planned, tested and ran the migration of all 600 mail boxes to
Office 365, with minimal assistance from BCC.

Find out more
Mail Migration Engine can make your migration project no matter what the platform.
• IBM Domino to Microsoft Exchange or Office 365
• Microsoft Exchange to Office 365
• Microsoft Exchange 2013 to Microsoft Exchange 2016
• Office 365 tenant migrations

Get in touch for more information or a demo
email : contact@bcc.biz
tel : +44 20 3290 9224
web : www.bcchub.com

